
Gods and Goddesses are mercurial beings, given 
to jealousy and treachery, but they can also possess 

compassion and valor. 

Who among the pantheon can win enough glory among their 
believers, so that their story of mythic victory can be passed 

down through the generations?

They Who Were 8 is a game for 2-4 players where each player serves two 
Gods, seeking to praise them for their Glory, and trying to avoid stories of 
their Infamy. The game can be played in two different ways:

• Titanomachy: 
 A game for 2-4 players trying to achieve an individual victory.

• Pantheon: 
 A partnership game for 4 players, played in two teams of 2.

In both of these games, the players take actions that represent a bard’s 
retelling of the ancient story of They Who Were 8. 

They may also call upon the powers of their Gods to control the narrative 
and establish their version of the saga as the one told for eternity. 

Note: They Who Were 8 was inspired by a cycle of poems by Todd 
Sanders written in 1999. The poems are fragments of a larger ancient 
saga, lost to time.
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In this story, you take control of two Gods. 
Your left-hand God works together in 
a Pair with the right-hand God of the 
player to your left. Your right-hand God 
works with the left-hand God of the 
player to your right.

The player who controls the lowest 
scoring God from the Pair with the 
highest joint score wins the game. 

Setup (The Tale Begins) 
To begin, randomly deal two God 
tiles face up to each player. Any 
remaining God tiles will not be used 
and are placed back in the box. 

Each player should place their God 
tiles as per the diagrams to the 
right, one near the player to their 
left, and the other near the player to 
their right.

Next, shuffle the Action cards, and 
deal three face down to each player. 
The remaining Action cards are 
placed face down in the center of 
the table, forming the draw deck. 

Each player picks up the cards they 
have been dealt into their hand. 

Place the player aid tile in the 
middle of the playing area.

Lastly, place both piles of tokens - 
Glory and Infamy - in the center of 
the table in a common supply.

The eldest player, and therefore 
mythically most venerable, begins 
the game as the Start Player. 

Titanomachy 
for 2-4 players, each seeking glory for their own Gods

“You, who think me so very weak, now may you know of my strength…”
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15 Glory tokens

1 Reference tile

Components

9 God tiles

Each God has a unique power that 
may be used only once during 
the game. 

To record the use of a God power, 
flip the God to its reverse side. Using 
a God power will cost you 1 Victory 
Point during scoring.

The effect of each God tile is 
explained on page 7.

16 Action cards

Action cards add, 
move or remove 
Glory and Infamy to 
and from God tiles.

The effect of each 
Action card is 
explained in page 8.

1 Start Player tile

2

15 Infamy tokens

1 Scoring tile



Renewal

The Renewal phase consists of 4 steps which are carried out in this order:
 
 1. Pass a Card: Each player simultaneously and secretly selects one  
  of the two remaining Action cards in hand to pass to the player to  
  their left, placing it face-down between them and that player. Once  
  all players have selected a card, the recipients take the passed card  
  into their hands.

 2. Change Start Player: The next player clockwise from the current  
  Start Player takes the Start Player tile and will begin the next round.

 3. Shuffle Cards: The new Start Player shuffles the discard pile with  
  the remaining cards in the draw deck to form a new draw deck. 

 4. Draw a Card: Beginning with the Start Player, each player draws a  
  new Action card from the draw deck.
 
A new game round begins, starting with phase 1: Card play.

Game End (Final Revelations)

If, after any Action card or God power is resolved, there are either no 
Glory tokens or no Infamy tokens remaining in the common supply, the 
game ends immediately.

Count the Glory and Infamy tokens on each God tile separately. 
A God scores:

•  +2 victory points for each Glory token on it.
•  -1 victory point for each Infamy token on it.
•  -1 victory point if the God power was used during the game.

Determine the dominant Pair by adding up the victory points for the two 
Gods in that Pair (i.e. the two Gods on a player’s left- or right-hand side).

If two or more Pairs have the same score, then the one with the most 
Glory tokens is the dominant Pair. If still tied, the dominant Pair is the 
one with the God that is first in alphabetical order.

To determine the winner, compare the scores of the two Gods in the 
dominant Pair. The player whose God has the lower score of the two 
(the most “selfless”) wins the game.

If both Gods in the dominant Pair have the same score, the winner is the 
player whose other God (the one not on the dominant team) has the 
higher score. If still tied, the players share the victory, and the legendary 
struggle rages on.
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Play (Weaving the Myth)

The game is played over a series of rounds, each round consisting of 
two phases. 

1.  Card Play, where each player plays an Action card from hand.
2.  Renewal, where cards are transferred and new cards are drawn.  

This continues until the end of the game is triggered.

A player may call upon their Gods to use their power. To record the use 
of a God power, flip the tile to its reverse side, where an Infamy symbol 
is depicted, representing -1 point at the end of the game.

Card Play

• Beginning with the Start Player and proceeding clockwise, each player  
 takes their turn by playing, resolving and then discarding one Action  
 card from the three held in hand.

• On your turn, you select one of your Action cards to play, placing it  
 on the table in front of you. Choose the God(s) to be affected by the  
 card, according to the target icon on the card.

• Then, resolve the effects of the Action card played by adding,   
 removing, or transferring Glory and/or Infamy. Added tokens are   
 taken from the common supply to the affected God tile(s). Removed  
 tokens are taken from a God tile and placed back into the supply.

• Finally, place the played Action card face up on top of the discard pile.

After all players have played one Action card each, proceed to the 
Renewal phase.

Note: If none of your three Action cards can be played (e.g., no God has 
enough Glory or Infamy to remove or transfer, or there are not enough 
Glory or Infamy tokens remaining in the common supply), reveal and 
then discard all Action cards in your hand and draw three new cards 
from the draw deck. If none of the three new cards can be played, your 
turn is over and you must discard one card.

If the draw deck runs out of cards, shuffle the discarded cards and place 
them face down to form a new draw deck.

This card may only 
affect the active player.

This card may affect any 
player except the active one.

This card may affect 
any player.
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He Who is Nanos
You may keep the current 
Action card in your hand 

instead of passing it at the end 
of a round. Instead, the player 
to your left passes a card to 

the player to your right.

Piton the Wandering
You may use the power of 

any God that has not 
already been used.

Gods and Their Powers

Anatoc the Unseeing
Before a player of your choice 
chooses a card to play, shuffle 
all cards held by the players, 
and then deal them out again.

Bold Endymina
Before you play your next 

turn, you may draw two new 
cards from the draw deck, 

then discard two cards.

Lost Praxis
Use this power at the start of a 
round to make Praxis immune 
to the effect of Action cards 

for the rest of the game.

Cassana Who Was Loved
If any player has more than 
four Glory tokens on one 

God, add one Glory token to 
any one God of your choice.

Rymon the Uncaring
Redirect an Action card 

played upon you to another 
player of your choice.

Evertwisted Aristiphane
Swap the Glory and Infamy 

tokens of any two Gods.

Cymele She Creates
Before the Renewal phase 
begins, look at the top four 

Action cards of the draw 
deck and choose one to 

add to your hand.

Pantheon
for 4 players in two teams of 2

“The Eight that Became looked down upon that world, now erased, 
and began again…”

The player sitting opposite you is your partner in this story. You must 
gather Glory tokens for your allied Gods while sending Infamy tokens 
to the opposing team. At the end of the game, all tokens will be worth 
either positive or negative victory points, determining which myths will 
live on in legend.

Setup (The Tale Begins)
The setup of Pantheon is the same as for Titanomachy except that 
each player’s two God tiles are simply placed in front of them; there are 
no Pairs.

Players may choose to reveal the contents of their hand to their partner 
during the game.

Play (Weaving the Myth)

The game is played the same way as Titanomachy.

Game End (Final Revelations)

After an Action card or God power is resolved, if either no Glory 
tokens or no Infamy tokens remain in the token pile, the game ends 
immediately.

Count the Glory and Infamy tokens on the Gods controlled by each 
team. 

•  +2 victory points for each Glory token you or your partner has.
•  -1 victory point for each Infamy token you or your partner has.
•  -1 victory point for each God power you or your partner has used.

Each team can use a differently colored token on the scoring tile to 
track its victory points.

The team with the most victory points is the winner. In the case of a tie, 
the team with the greatest number of Glory tokens is the winner. If they 
are still tied, the teams must grudgingly share the current victory, biding 
their time until the struggle is renewed.
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Action Icons

X
X

Remove one Glory token from 
any one other player’s God tile and 
return it to the common supply.

Remove one Infamy token from 
any one other player’s God tile and 
return it to the common supply.

Add one Glory token to any 
one other player’s God tile.

Add one Infamy token to any 
one other player’s God tile.

Add two Glory tokens to any 
one other player’s God tile.

Add two Infamy tokens to any 
one other player’s God tile.

Add one Glory token and one 
Infamy token to any one other 
player’s God tile.

Move one Glory token from any one 
other player’s God tile to a different 
player’s God tile.

Move one Infamy token from any 
one other player’s God tile to a 
different player’s God tile.

Swap one Glory and one Infamy 
token between two different 
players’ God tiles.

Move both one Glory and one 
Infamy token from one of your 
God tiles to any two other 
different players’ God tiles.

Add two Glory tokens and 
one Infamy token to any one other 
player’s God tile.

Add two Infamy tokens and 
one Glory token to any one other 
player’s God tile.

Regain the power of one of your 
Gods and add two Infamy tokens to 
that God tile.

XX
Remove one Glory and one Infamy 
token from any one other player’s 
God tile and return them to the 
common supply.

Add a token from whichever type 
has the least amount remaining 
(Glory or Infamy) to any one 
God tile.

This card may only 
affect the active player.

This card may affect any 
player except the active one.

This card may affect 
any player.
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